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Introduction
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- Why searching for new physics? 
- The discovery of the Higgs boson addresses issues in our understanding of nature and provides 

a more solid basis on which to continue our exploration
- It is related to some of the deepest problems of high energy physics

- A plethora of precision measurements and limit settings has shown no (significant) indication 
of new physics

- There are many unanswered questions, e.g.:
- The hierarchy problem
- Can fundamental scalars exist in nature?
- Dark matter and gravity nature 
- Matter-antimatter asymmetry 

- Where is the new physics?
- A significant number of theories attempting to provide answers predict heavy resonances

- Randall-Sundrum models of warped extra dimensions
- Technicolors to explain the gauge hierarchy and the large top quark mass
- Dark matter mediators 
- Seesaw mechanism to explain small neutrino masses 
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2-Body Decays
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Hadronic Decays Into Two Quarks

- Final state decay products can be highly energetic if search 
particle is very massive

- Angular separation ∆R =  √(∆φ2 + ∆η2) ≈ 2m/pT

- Merged/Boosted Regime
- Relatively high momentum
- The boson is reconstructed as a large-R jet (R = 1.0)

JHEP 1309 (2013) 076

http://arxiv.org/pdf/1306.4945.pdf
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Jet Grooming

Grooming technique (pile-up & soft QCD subtraction):
-Trimming: Remove constituents with pT

constituent/pT
jet< 5%

JHEP 1309 (2013) 076

ATL-PHYS-PUB-20
15-035                

http://arxiv.org/pdf/1306.4945.pdf
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2015-035/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2015-035/
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Towards H → bb Tagging
ATL-PHYS-PUB-2017-010                

- Smaller-R jets inside the large-R jet, e.g. R= 0.2 track jets
- Exploit flavor tagging, e.g. R= 0.2 track jets

- Newer techniques:
- Variable-Radius (VR) track jets:

- Modifies the iterative recombination algorithm:
R(pT) = ρ/pT

where ρ determines how fast the effective jet size 
decreases with the transverse momentum of the jet

- Center-of-Mass (CoM) method 
- Exclusive-kt algorithm (ExKt): 

- Cluster constituents until a fixed number of jets is 
obtained   

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2017-010
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A multivariate discriminant (MV2) based on Boosted Decision Trees 
(BDT) is used to identify b-hadrons

Example:
77% efficiency for track-jets containing b-hadrons
Misidentification rate 2% and 24% for light-flavor and c-jets

Flavor Tagging

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2016-012

PERF-2017-04ttbar simulation

Multijet rejection vs 
H→ bb efficiency

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2016-012/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/PERF-2017-04/
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Boosted HH → 4b 

- Highest branching ratio ~33%

- Two large-R jets containing R = 0.2 track 
jets 

- Each with mass around 125 GeV

- Exploit various b-tagging categories

JHEP 01 (2019) 030                

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/EXOT-2016-31/
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Boosted HH → 4b Study 
JHEP 01 (2019) 030                

- Mostly multijets → data driven estimation
- Use the low-tag categories and reweight to describe kinematically the high-tag regions
- Variables: leading large-R jet pT, pT of the leading track jets in each of the two large-R jets
- Iterative procedure continues until it converges to stable values

  
- ttbar shape is taken from the simulation  - floating normalization

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/EXOT-2016-31/
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HH → 4b Results 
JHEP 01 (2019) 030                

- Statistical combination is performed with the resolved category

- Largest excess is at 280 GeV equal to 3.6 standard deviations (local)

- Interpretations for narrow-width scalars are also available 

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/EXOT-2016-31/
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3-Body Decays
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Top Hadronic Decays

- Mass requirements and presence of b-jets inside the 
large-R jet  

- Use the n-subjettiness substructure variable

𝜏n = ∑i pT
i ⨉ min(ΔR1,i, ΔR2,i, …., ΔRn,i) / d0   

where i represents the constituents and                            

d0 =  ∑i pT
i ⨉ R (R = 1.0)

- 𝜏32 = 𝜏3 /𝜏2 is used to distinguish the 3-prong structure 

Eur. Phys. J. C 79 (2019) 375

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/JETM-2018-03/
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ttbar Resonances 

- Two large-R jets

- Containing at least one R = 0.2 track jets 
satisfying loose b-tagging selection 

- Mass around the top mass

- The τ32 variables are used to construct a single 
likelihood ratio:

Lτ32=Ps/(Ps+Pb)

where Ps and Pb are the probability density 
functions for the signal and background. 
Categories: 

- Loose: validation region
- Medium/tight: signal regions 

Phys. Rev. D 99 (2019) 092004                

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/EXOT-2016-24/
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ttbar Resonances Study 
Phys. Rev. D 99 (2019) 092004                

- Mostly multijets → data driven estimation
- Using the O-tag region, corrected to account for the pT dependence of the b-tagging efficiency

  
- ttbar is taken from the simulation  

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/EXOT-2016-24/
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ttbar Resonances Results
Phys. Rev. D 99 (2019) 092004                

Interpretations are also provided for:
- Axial-vector mediator and vector mediator scenarios of benchmark DM models
- Gravitons  

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/EXOT-2016-24/
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Lepton-In-Jet
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EXOT-2018-15                

Heavy Neutrino Searches

WR→ NRl 

NR→l+jets

- One large-R jet

- Two same-flavour leptons 
- The highest-pT lepton should be back-to-back with the jet
- The subleading lepton should be contained in the jet

- Separate analysis for electrons and muons 
- Single-lepton trigger, matched to the leading lepton
- e-channel: large-R jet is used as a proxy
- 𝜇-channel: the 𝜇 4-momentum is added to the jet momentum

 

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/EXOT-2018-15/
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EXOT-2018-15                

- Background comprises mostly of: 
- ttbar
- Z+jets (including off-shell Z/ɣ*)

Heavy Neutrino Searches Study

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/EXOT-2018-15/
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EXOT-2018-15                

Heavy Neutrino Searches Results

Each N couples to one 
flavour and may have 
different masses

No sense in 
combining them as 
the same N cannot 
decay to both

Largest deviation:
2.4 σ (e-channel)

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/EXOT-2018-15/
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Conclusions
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Thank you f  your attention!

- Many new-physics signatures at the LHC produce highly boosted particles
- Necessitate jet substructure techniques to disentangle the hadronic decay products

- Some of the latest ATLAS results for searches for such resonances were presented including
- Higgs boson pairs 
- Top-quark pairs
- The use of leptons contained in large-R jets in hunt of Heavy Neutrinos 

- Substructure techniques
- Powerful tools that boost the searches sensitivity in extreme kinematic regimes
- Allow us to explore the TeV territory 

- Results are compatible with the SM predictions ... but we know that SM is not THE answer!
- Updated results using the full run 2 luminosity are expected soon 
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Backup Slides
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HH → 4b 
JHEP 01 (2019) 030                

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/EXOT-2016-31/
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ttbar Resonances 
Phys. Rev. D 99 (2019) 092004                

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/EXOT-2016-24/
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ttbar Resonances 
Phys. Rev. D 99 (2019) 092004                

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/EXOT-2016-24/
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ttbar Resonances 
Phys. Rev. D 99 (2019) 092004                

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/EXOT-2016-24/
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ttbar Channels Relative Sensitivity
Phys. Rev. D 99 (2019) 

092004                

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/EXOT-2016-24/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/EXOT-2016-24/
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EXOT-2018-15                

Heavy Neutrino Searches

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/EXOT-2018-15/
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EXOT-2018-15                

Heavy Neutrino Searches

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/EXOT-2018-15/
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HH → bbWW 
JHEP 04 (2019) 092                

- Event selection:
- H→ bb

- One large-R jet with mass (90, 140) GeV
- Two associated track-jets & b-tagged 

- H → WW 
- At least two small-R jets with ΔR < 1.4 
- One charged lepton 
- Large MET 

- Multijet estimation:
- ABCD method: Inverting MET cut and lepton impact parameter significance

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HIGG-2016-27/

